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Coronary Coronary angiographyangiography is only a is only a luminologyluminology, it only shows , it only shows 
us the contrast filling lumen and nothing else.us the contrast filling lumen and nothing else.

Grayscale IVUSGrayscale IVUS

AngiographicAngiographic mild lesion by QCA mild lesion by QCA 
is actually is actually severesevere by IVUSby IVUS



Current Limitations of IVUSCurrent Limitations of IVUS
Both in vivo and inBoth in vivo and in vitro studies have shown that visual vitro studies have shown that visual 

interpretation of greyinterpretation of grey--scale IVUS images for plaque characterization scale IVUS images for plaque characterization 
is impreciseis imprecise. . 

IVUS has very low ability to characterize soft plaque IVUS has very low ability to characterize soft plaque 
compositioncomposition Am Heart J., 1997; vol.133: pp1Am Heart J., 1997; vol.133: pp1--77

KostamaaKostamaa et al. demonstrated that et al. demonstrated that IVUS underestimates the IVUS underestimates the 
total calcified plaque crosstotal calcified plaque cross--sectional area by 40%,sectional area by 40%, due to the inability due to the inability 
of the ultrasound to penetrate intraof the ultrasound to penetrate intra--lesion calcium.lesion calcium.

Am Heart J.  1999; vol.137: pp482Am Heart J.  1999; vol.137: pp482--88

Friedrich et al.  examined 50 fresh human artery vessel Friedrich et al.  examined 50 fresh human artery vessel 
segments withsegments with histopathologicalhistopathological validation, found that validation, found that IVUS got a IVUS got a 
very low sensitivity (64%) for the identification of small very low sensitivity (64%) for the identification of small 
accumulations of calciumaccumulations of calcium, having a thickness less than 100 um., having a thickness less than 100 um.

Am Heart J.  1994; vol.128: pp435Am Heart J.  1994; vol.128: pp435--441441



Virtual Histology™ IVUSVirtual HistologyVirtual Histology™™ IVUSIVUS
VH VH is ais a ultrasound tissue characterization technique, which uses ultrasound tissue characterization technique, which uses 
Autoregressive Autoregressive spectral analysisspectral analysis of the of the radiofrequencyradiofrequency ultrasound ultrasound 
signalssignals to reconstruct tissue maps with the aim of providing a to reconstruct tissue maps with the aim of providing a 
detailed classification of  plaque compositiondetailed classification of  plaque composition ..

Differentiate different tissue types based 
on echogenicity.

Soft Echoes Soft Echoes –– Fatty Tissue Fatty Tissue 

Bright EchoesBright Echoes–– Fibrous Fibrous 

Bright Echoes and shadowing Bright Echoes and shadowing –– CalciumCalcium

Calcium Calcium 

Fibrous Fibrous 

FibroFibro--LipidicLipidic

NecroticNecrotic

VH got very high accuracy (Over VH got very high accuracy (Over 
90%) in identifying 4 tissue types:90%) in identifying 4 tissue types:



IVUS Image Formation: from RF to Echo ImageIVUS Image Formation: from RF to Echo Image

Radiofrequency signal (RF)

Envelope

Logarithmic compression

depth

Single (1) echo signal per ultrasound Single (1) echo signal per ultrasound 
beambeam

AmplitudeAmplitude



Virtual Virtual Histology Histology (VH(VH IVUS IVUS ™™))

Medium frequency Low frequency High frequency

AmplitudeAmplitude

FrequencyFrequency

spectral analysisspectral analysis



Autoregressive ModelAutoregressive Model

Need to extract the frequency information Need to extract the frequency information 
from the raw ultrasound signalfrom the raw ultrasound signal

ns

Raw ultrasound signal Frequency/Power signal

spectral analysis



Each of the plaque type got its own Each of the plaque type got its own 
spectral signatures, thatspectral signatures, that’’s why we are s why we are 
able to use spectral analysis to classify able to use spectral analysis to classify 
different tissue typesdifferent tissue types.

功率频谱



Current Limitations of VHCurrent Limitations of VH--IVUSIVUS
•• VH VH requires ECGrequires ECG--gated catheter pull backgated catheter pull back

-- VH images were acquired at the ECG RVH images were acquired at the ECG R--wave peak.wave peak.

•• Not able to detect thrombusNot able to detect thrombus

•• Depends on accurate bordersDepends on accurate borders

•• Not able to detect dissectionNot able to detect dissection

•• No validation data for No validation data for stentstent



•• Depends on accurate bordersDepends on accurate borders

The accuracy of VH depends on The accuracy of VH depends on 
accurate border.  accurate border.  

The border is wrong

For VH, if the border is not right, the tissue For VH, if the border is not right, the tissue 
composition can be either overestimated composition can be either overestimated 

or underestimatedor underestimated..



•• Not able to detect thrombusNot able to detect thrombus

Materials other than plaque, such as Materials other than plaque, such as 
thrombus are also automatically thrombus are also automatically 
characterized as one of the four characterized as one of the four 
plaque components, thus reducing plaque components, thus reducing 
the accuracy of VH.the accuracy of VH.

Thrombus is mistaken as 
fibrous or fibrofatty 

tissues.



•• Not able to detect dissectionNot able to detect dissection



•• No validation data for No validation data for stentstent

There is no classification for stent, the VH There is no classification for stent, the VH 
software will classify stent as calciumsoftware will classify stent as calcium



Which View is Better ??Which View is Better ??

AngiographicAngiographic
ViewView

IVUS ViewIVUS View

Virtual Histology Virtual Histology 
ViewView


